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Everyone is just an accident or an illness away from
needing financial support, called Employment
Support Allowance.
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We, the WCA Action Group, feel that those WCAs
are inhumane, unfair and punitive - they assume the
people attending are ‘guilty’ until proven innocent.
As a result, lives are wasted, families destroyed and
communities undermined.
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Real life stories
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John was dying from terminal cancer and in constant
pain. He lived in his front room lying on a mattress
surrounded by medical drips. He was bombarded by
continuous letters from the DWP to attend tribunals until
his MP intervened.
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Susan was discharged from her local hospital and
declared fit to work. She died 2 weeks later from cancer
after being summoned to attend a tribunal by Atos.
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These and many more examples show how inhumane and
punitive WCAs are. They are also costly and ineffective wrong results followed by successful appeals have cost
taxpayers hundreds of millions of pounds.
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You can read more at:
www.wcaactiongroup.org.uk/stories
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Given these stories, can WCAs be defended as
humane, fair or effective? If you share our
concern, please...
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Ask your MP/Parliamentary Candidates:
"What will you do to stop inhumane, unfair and punitive
WCAs?"
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Please let us know how the conversation goes, email us at:
comms@wcaactiongroup.org.uk
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